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Leave your old ERP behind
and find a solution that fits
your needs
Designed to keep up with your day-to-day challenges, today’s business
management systems go above and beyond traditional Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). The right software can give your finance
team a holistic view of business—increasing productivity and helping
accelerate compliance, integration and growth with better insight
to costs and margin. Truly innovative software supports enterprise
growth by automating more processes as your business expands,
providing greater control over complex operations and keeping
overhead costs low.

Does it off better
visibility of
your business?

Does it help simplify
financials and
compliance?

Now could be the perfect time to replace your legacy ERP system with
technology that’s more flexible, easy to use and better supports the
ever-changing needs of your organization. Start by asking these three
essential questions about a potential solution:

Does it change with
your business?
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Does it offer better
visibility of your
business?
Unlike legacy ERP systems, today’s enterprise
business management solutions need to bring it
all together—multiple account charts, a range of
money management options, asset management
and more to create a single streamlined approach
to your finances.

Please use the following interactive checklists to compare the features your current solution
and other providers to Sage X3. Then save the updated PDF for future reference.

Which solution offers the best visibility?

Solution 1

Solution 2

Sage X3

Offers a multitier architecture for
highly reliable and scalable operations
in all circumstances

•

Provides increased transparency,
with access to global planning and
forecasting possibilities, financial
aggregation, international invoicing
and support of different banking
formats

•

Manage several companies in the
same database—enabling a shared
repository

•

Delivers user-role security and
traceability management

•

Tracks financial details, uses analytical
dimensions to review global projects
and traces accounting and budget
operations

•
Clear form
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Does it simplify
financials and
compliance?
An updated solution will help you keep up with the
latest requirements—allowing you to manage your
financials quickly and effectively. Which means you
can maintain compliance and support industry best
practices without taking on extra work.
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Please use the following interactive checklists to compare the features your current solution
and other providers to Sage X3. Then save the updated PDF for future reference.

Which solution is the simplest?

Solution 1

Solution 2

Sage X3

Simplifies software management while
reducing overhead and other costs

•

Easy to scale users based on business
needs and growth

•

Enables mobile and web deployments,
providing access to common
enterprise data from anywhere, on
any device

•

Personalized dashboards with
role-based KPIs and personalized
dashboards to monitor business
performance

•

Ensures an intuitive HTML5-based
browser experience, allowing for
extensive personalization by users

•

Offers multilegislation—which
provides compliant accounting across
different countries in one instance

•

Compliant with SEPA, SCT, and SDD
for Euro SEPA payment transactions

•
Clear form
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Does it evolve with your
business?
One of the most important parts of an enterprise
business management solution is flexibility—
ensuring that it adapts to change as you grow. With
a complete view of accounting and financials, sales,
purchasing and inventory process, some solutions
are built to keep you informed as things change and
some are not.

Please use the following interactive checklists to compare the features your current solution
and other providers to Sage X3. Then save the updated PDF for future reference.

Which solution is most flexible?

Solution 1

Solution 2

Sage X3

Offers a set of tools to ease system
configuration and administration

•

Deploys as partner-hosted, onpremise, or as a service-in-the cloud

•

Provides an always-on console to
manage components and services
in one place

•

Improves agility, providing superior
flexibility over existing on-premise
collaboration platforms

•

Compliant with corporate security
tools like LDAP, OAuth2 and Sage id
(single password)

•

Clear form
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What works best for you?
Check before you choose
Because Sage X3 was designed specifically to solve your
problems, you get rich, powerful functionality and flexibility. Now
you can manage all your core business processes with minimal
IT investment and focus on what really matters—growing
your business.
Learn more at www.SageX3.com
For more information, request a product demo or call us
at 1-866-530-7243.
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